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Sustainability emerged from the 

need to protect our environment, our 

society and our economic system. It 

translates into a new way to run a 

business, aka CSR (Corporate Social 

Responsibility) . Organizations 

implementing a CSR Strategy are 

typically performing better for various 

reasons. 

Awareness and the application of 

sustainable practices have been on 

the rise. This ebook includes the  

background information needed to 

fully understand sustainability 

management systems and their 

integration into a business. The 

ebook goes over the general process 

and key steps required to implement 

a successful CSR strategy. 

As such, this ebook can be used as a 

simple guide to either get started or 

engage continuous improvements.

Definition: The ability to be 

sustained, supported, upheld, 

or confirmed. The quality of not 

being harmful to the 

environment, economy, society 

or depleting natural resources, 

and thereby supporting long- 

term ecological balance. 

  

Definition: A movement aimed 

at encouraging companies to 

be more aware of the impact of 

their business. It is an approach 

that contributes to sustainable 

development by delivering 

economic, social and 

environmental (aka Triple 

Bottom Line)  benefits to all 

stakeholders. 

Sustainability

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

INTRODUCTION



METHODOLOGY  

TO BETTER ACHIEVE A
TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE

The PDCA cycle as shown in 

Figure 1 ensures that an 

organization can define its 

sustainability objectives and 

track them well, correcting 

actions and processes as 

needed. Typically a Triple 

Bottom Line (Profit, People, 

Planet) enables great 

sustainability practices. 

 Plan: State your sustainability 

objectives, ideally in the form 

of metrics.  

 Do: Make changes to the way 

you operate to achieve your 

objectives. 

 Check: Track and report your 

progress. 

 Act: Make corrections and 

adjustments and getter better.  

 

“QUALITY IS NOT A
RESULT, IT’S A
HABIT REPEATED
EVERY DAY AT ALL
TIMES”

Figure 1: PDCA Cycle, ISO.org



KEY SUCCESS FACTORS

TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE:

PEOPLE, PLANET, PROFIT

Engagement

Targeting a Triple Bottom 

Line means performing well 

on all fronts. Research 

shows that companies 

looking for a Triple Bottom 

Line increase their profit, 

thanks to better reputation, 

employee engagement and 

clients loyalty.

Sustainability is a long term 

challenge. Good sustainability 

practices consider equally the 

immediate and long term 

impact of a company's impact 

on its environment 

(Commercial, Social, and 

Nature). 

CSR activities 

should always be 

done with full 

transparency. Clients, 

employees and 3rd 

parties should know where 

you stand. Collaboration, 

teamwork, creativity and 

innovation typically delivers 

the best employee 

engagement, making it easier 

to achieve your Triple Bottom 

Line.

Triple Bottom Line Sustainability

Figure 2: Overall cycle to long-term sustainability. UNGC.com



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
High Level Step by Step Process

PLAN 

DO 

CHECK

ACT

1. Conduct a Sustainability 

assessment 

Assemble a leadership team. 

Develop a working definition of 

Sustainability and Responsibility. 

Identify legal requirements. 

Review corporate documents, processes 

and activities, and internal capacity, and 

Identify and engage key stakeholders.  

2. Develop a Sustainability 

Strategy 

Research what others are doing,  

Prepare a matrix of proposed Sustainability 

actions.  

Develop ideas for proceeding and 

the business case for them, and  

Decide on direction, approach, constraints 

and focus areas.  

3. Develop Sustainability 

commitments 

4. Implement Sustainability 

commitments 

Hold discussions with major stakeholders.  

Create a working group to develop the 

commitments, and 

Prepare a preliminary draft of your 

commitments

Prepare and implement a plan.  

Set measurable targets and identify 

performance measures. 

Engage with employees, collaborators, 

partners, customers and others to whom 

the Sustainability  commitments apply.  

Design and conduct Sustainability training; 

and awareness  

Create internal and external 

communications plans; and 

 Make your commitments public.  

5. Report on progress 
Measure and track sustainability 

performance, and

Report on performance, internally and 

externally.  

6. Evaluate and improve Evaluate performance;, and 

Identify opportunities for improvement. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
1. Conduct a Sustainability assessment

Establish a sustainability team: 

A CSR strategy needs both a strong 

vision and buy-in at all levels of the 

organization. As such a CSR team 

should incorporate members from all 

parties and groups within the 

organization.  

Build up a working meaning of CSR: 

The primary objective of your 

sustainability team is to create a 

working definition of CSR for the firm. 

This definition will end up being the 

guiding principles for all employees and 

partners (see next step), as well as 

setting the sustainability mission for the 

firm. As such this definition would be 

pretty broad. 

Recognize legitimate necessities: 

Certain regions or countries have 

defined laws and regulations that you 

may have to integrate into your 

sustainability mission. As such you 

should research what is applicable 

under your jurisdiction and integrate 

your findings into your CSR plans. Note 

that CSR is not necessarily a reaction to 

regulation, voluntary reporting delivers 

great benefits too.

Identify and connect with key partners:  

While most of the CSR work should be 

internal to your firm, it is typically a great 

idea to extend your processes to your supply 

chain and partners. As such, your team may 

want to have a dialog with key partners 

about CSR. Mapping the interests and 

worries of partners against those of the firm 

can uncover both opportunities and 

potential issues.  

Figure 3: Nested Interdependcies. 



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
2. Develop a Sustainability Strategy

Before getting started, it is a good 

practice to define the approach you will 

be taking to address your CSR Mission 

defined as part of the previous step. 

The strategy would first state your 

priorities. Will you consider your carbon 

footprint first? Will you involve your 

suppliers on day one? What do you think 

is the most important task to achieve 

first? 

Your strategy will also define the overall 

activities that you are ready to engage 

with. 

For example, if you task yourself to 

achieve carbon neutrality, how are you 

going to measure your carbon emissions 

and reduce them? Are you going to use 

carbon offsets or focus on reducing the 

sources of each CO2 equivalent? 

A CSR strategy will also typically define 

the criteria that define success. Success 

can be defined either qualitatively or 

quantitatively. More often than not, the 

ability to measure success through 

metrics is stronger as it defines success 

unequivocally.  

For example, if paper recycling is one of 

your chosen topics, then tracking toward 

a pre-defined recycled/ total ratio is a 

reasonable way to track success. 

MISSION

VISIONVALUES

In the next decade, the most successful companies will be 

those that integrate sustainability into their core 

businesses. 

Tim Owens: CEO Caterpillar.



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
3. Develop Sustainability Commitments

CSR commitments are policies or 

procedure a firm creates to 

specify what the firm plans to do 

to address its social 

and environmental impact. CSR 

commitments are typically 

derived from the previous steps . 

Those policies or procedures are 

important to set a practical 

implementation: 

1. They guarantee that the 

company does what it aspires to 

achieve. 

2. They help with the analysis of 

existing process that may have to 

be modified. 

3. They give a clear direction to 

staff on how to achieve the 

objectives. 

  
Before defining  CSR commitments, 

firms must review the scope of its 

responsibilities as shown in Figure 4. 

 Figure 4: Sustainability commitments as per Triple 

Bottom Line guidelines. Nielsen Report. 

We know that the profitable growth of our company 

depends on the economic, environmental, and social 

sustainability of our communities across the world. And 

we know it is in our best interests to contribute to the 

sustainability of those communities. 

Travis Engen, CEO, Alcan.



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
4. Implement Sustainability Commitments

With your commitments, policies, and 

procedures well defined, it is time to 

start the work and keep things "SMART". 

While your overall strategy may have 

defined the overall metrics of your CSR 

strategy, day after day you need to set 

yourself some shorter term goals.  

Working with SMART goals allow your 

firm to celebrate milestones and see real 

progress toward your overall objectives.  

Sustainability is a long and never-ending 

process, made of many small steps. 

As such, as part of your implementation, 

go after each improvement individually 

by keeping the overall mission in mind. 

SET SMART GOALS FOR
A PRACTICAL
IMPLEMENTATION.

Specific

 Measurable

Achievable

Relevant

Time limited



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
5. Report on Progress

Once CSR activities are engaged and 

defined through a combination of 

objectives and SMART goals, it is time to 

share your progress with your employees, 

partners, clients and the world. 

Reporting or sharing progress is an 

incentive to keep your momentum and 

continue to improve. 

Voluntary reporting is a strong statement 

you'd be making to the world.

Reporting is typically better achieved 

when done through the key categories 

most people expect: Carbon, Water, Paper, 

Philanthropy... 

 

ENVIRONMENT ECONOMY 

SOCIETY

CO2 Emissions 

Water management 

Waste management 

Recycling 

Transportation 

Volunteering, Partnerships, 

Donations, Philanthropy work 

Transparency 

Compliance 

Accountability 



SUSTAINABILITY 

IMPLEMENTATION 
6. Evaluate and Improve

Continuous Improvement is of vital 

importance to ensure that a firm keeps 

delivering on its CSR strategy while many 

other things could change. 

It is a good practice to re-evaluate from 

time to time and learn from past 

activities. 

With changes in the business and with 

technology comes new opportunities. 

As such maintaining a good accounting 

of all the key CSR topics and reflecting 

on new challenges leads to 

improvement or refinement ideas. 

That's why the plan-do-check-act 

process is cyclic.  

Creating a strong business and 

building a better world are not 

conflicting goals- they are both 

essential ingredients for 

long-term success. 

William Ford: Ford Motor 

Company.



AVOID COMMON
MISTAKES

Motivated teams are the result of great leadership and company culture . 

Sustainability needs to be embedded in the culture of the company to 

ensure everyone is motivated , inspired and willing to make the efforts to 

implement the necessary changes . Leaders must assume an active role , 

sharing the message , express the commitments and most importantly tell 

the story of the importance sustainability has for the long-term well-being of 

the company , the added value it provides to its people and the impact it will 

have on the world .

Lack of leadership & culture

Implementing real-time and informative reporting makes it simpler for 

everybody (internally and externally) to understand the status and get on 

board with the vision . It also shows the amount of work , effort , and 

achievements made with full transparency .  Clear reporting is key . 

No consistent reporting

There is nothing worse than not providing a clear direction and objective to

teams . Team members will simply not work toward a common purpose .

Establishing a clear vision , defining well where the company is heading with

sustainability is vital . Expressing and sharing this message is also paramount .

In order to achieve the mission Specific , Measurable , Achievable , Relevant

and Time-limited objectives must be set in place .

Blurry vision & blurry objectives



SUSTAINABILITY
SOFTWARE

Integrating 
processes & 
information

Accuracy  
 

Sustainability management has 

exponentially grown as the numerous 

benefits it provides have been 

demonstrated throughout the last 

decade. Small and medium businesses 

have started to slowly but steadily take 

the leap and implementing sustainability 

hand in hand with the digital 

transformation.  

   

Communication & 
Reporting

Transparency &
Data Analysis

It was just about time that sustainability 

went digital and it has done so focusing 

on solving the main challenges: the need 

for better and more interactive reporting, 

compliance to standards, transparent 

processes and collection of data methods 

that were easy, intuitive and consistent.  

   



SUSTAINABILITY
SOFTWARE
FEATURES

 Look for clean, simple and intuitive software design that makes it 

easy for you and your team to use. 

Cost is one of the main parameters to consider when implementing 

software and this is no different when it comes to sustainability- 

related software.  Knowing what you will pay every month makes it 

easy to calculate the cost-benefits. 

Reports need to be engaging, automated and informative. This is 

not a simple task to compute the results of the many dimensions of 

sustainability. Software that makes reporting simple and real-time 

is a great time-saver.  

A unified solution that covers ALL aspects of your sustainability 

needs is typically better as it prevents the complexity associated 

with the use of multiple, often incompatible, solutions together. 

  

If you are implementing sustainability you need to be aware of the 

impact the software you are purchasing has upon the 

environment. 

User friendly 

Unified Solution 

Green Solution 

Automated 

Reporting

Predictable 

& Affordable Cost



 SUSTAINABILITY SOFTWARE FOR SMEs 

AN ONLINE TOOL TO EASILY RECORD,  

REPORT AND  COMMUNICATE  YOUR 

SUSTAINABILITY OPERATIONS. 

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE. 

Save money 

Reduce 

environmental 

 impact 

Generate new 

business 

 

Comply with 

public demands 

 

Specifically designed to help 

SMBs to:



SUSTAINABILITY
SOFTWARE  

MODULES

Volunteer Work 

Air Quality  

Travels

CO2 Emissions 

Paper

Donations 

Carbon Offset
Unified 

solution

Automated 

Reporting

Triple 

Bottom 

Line 

Guided
Water

Hydro Power

Environment

Environment

Economy



TRY OUR  

30-DAY FREE 

TRIAL
WWW.CARBONANDMORE.COM

Create your Profile: 

Sign in your company account & Include all team members.

Record your information: 

Insert data on each of the corresponding areas.

Automatic Reporting: 

Establish your list of contacts & communication periodicity.

Continuous Improvement: 

Learn and get better with our experts. 

We have a wide range of areas where you can start recording 

your impact: Carbon Offset, Donations, Community Work, 

Transportation, Air quality, Paper, Hydropower...

One single place to have all the data and information of your 

Sustainability efforts. Save time looking for information!

Don´t worry about creating reports and sharing your results, 

we do that for you! We automatically create engaging reports 

and send them to your contact list.

Our software and team follow internationally recognized CSR 

standards and will always keep you updated on leading 

practices and how to improve. We´ve got you covered!

Get Started 
Now



SOURCES
UNGC: United Nations Global Compact 

www.ungc.com 

ISO: International Standardization Organization 

www.iso.org 

Nielsen Global Sustainability Report 

https://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglobal/dk/docs/global 

-sustainability-report-oct-2015.pdf   

Employee Engagement Research 

http://www.conecomm.com/research-blog/2016-millennial- 

employee-engagement-study  

BNP Paribas Investors ESG Expectations 

https://cib.bnpparibas.com/sustain/great-expectations-esg_a-3- 

1184.html 

Science Direct: Sustainability 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272696314000 
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CONTACT US.

info@carbonandmore.com 


